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March 15th Emergency Fed Cut

March 15th FOMC Actions
* Cut rates 100bps to a range of 0.00% to 0.25%
* Will increase holdings of Treasury securities by at least $500 billion and holdings
of agency mortgage-backed securities by at least $200 billion in the coming
months with MBS roll-off being reinvested in MBS
* Cut the IOER to 0.1%
* Removed reserve requirements for banks
* Will allow banks to borrow from the discount window for as long as 90 days
Source: Federal Reserve
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“The coronavirus outbreak has harmed communities and disrupted
economic activity in many countries, including the United States.
Global financial conditions have also been significantly affected.
Available economic data show that the U.S. economy came into
this challenging period on a strong footing. ”
- March 15th FOMC Statement
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Historically Low Rates
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Fed Aims to Support Consumer Confidence
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Federal Reserve to Grow Balance Sheet
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Credit Spreads Highlight Market Stress
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Spike of Coronavirus Cases to Continue
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China Retail Sales Highlights Weakness
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U-Shaped Recovery More Likely
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U.S. Outlook: Base Case
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